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Abstract 

The aim of this article is to investigate a special case of suppletion in the paradigm of the 
negative imperative in some dialects of southern Calabria. First, we show how these 
paradigms involve the extension of an original infinitival desinence to a present indicative 
verb, giving rise to a hybrid imperatival form (§2). Second, we claim that this pattern of 
suppletion does not represent a Romance-internal development but, rather, the outcome of 
contact-induced change and, in particular, the influence of the local Greek sub-/adstrate (§3). 
Furthermore, we show that these hybrid patterns also provide significant evidence for the 
formal morphosyntactic equivalence between competing Greek finite and Romance non-
finite forms of subordination, a typical Balkanism (§4). Finally, we demonstrate that the 
extension of the Romance infinitival desinence according to an underlying Greek model 
yields in synchrony an alternation between a suppletive positive imperative and a true 
negative imperative, a typologically very rare formal opposition (§5). 
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1 This work is part of the Research Project RPG-2015-283 Fading voices in southern Italy: investigating 
language contact in Magna Graecia financed by The Leverhulme Trust. We are grateful to M.O. 
Squillaci and four anonymous reviewers for insightful comments, as well as to the audiences at the 
universities of Bucharest and Oxford where earlier versions of this paper were presented. 
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1 Introduction 

Much attention has been devoted in the literature to the study of imperatival 
morphology in Romance, and in particular the distribution and nature of true vs 
suppletive forms exhibited by positive and negative paradigms,2 as exemplified in Table 
1.  
 

Table 1: Some canonical Romance imperative paradigms3  
  Positive Negative 

Piedmontese 2SG true true4 
2PL [no data] [no data] 

modern central Occitan 2SG true suppletive [=SBJV] 
2PL [no data] [no data] 

Spanish, Sardinian 2SG true suppletive [=SBJV] 
2PL true suppletive [=SBJV] 

French 2SG (true) (true) 
2PL suppletive [=IND] suppletive [=IND] 

Catalan 2SG true suppletive [=SBJV] 
2PL suppletive [=IND] suppletive [=IND] 

Italian 2SG true suppletive [=INF] 
2PL suppletive [=IND] suppletive [=IND] 

Romanian 2SG true suppletive [=INF]5 
2PL suppletive [=IND] suppletive [=IND] 

 
Following Zanuttini (1997: 105), true imperatives are “verbal forms that are unique to 
the paradigm of the imperative, in the sense that they are different from any other 
verbal form used for the same person in any other verbal paradigm”, whereas this is not 
the case with suppletive (or surrogate; cf. Rivero 1994a) imperatives which involve 
“verbal forms that are used in the imperative but are morphologically identical to a form 
used for the same person in another paradigm” such as subjunctives or infinitives (cf. 
also Rivero 1994a: 103; Zanuttini 1994: 119; Isac 2015: chs 2, 9-10). As Table 1 illustrates, 
suppletive forms prove particularly common in the negative paradigm, a distribution 
frequently interpreted as a consequence of the so-called “negative imperative puzzle” 
(Alcazar and Saltarelli 2014: §2.6.1),6 which highlights the fact that true imperatives 

                                                        
2 See Zanuttini (1994, 1997: §4.3), Rivero (1994a, 1994b), Rivero and Terzi (1995), Silva-Villar (1998), 
Poletto and Zanuttini (2003), Portner and Zanuttini (2003), Manzini and Savoia (2005: 389-487), Maiden 
(2006), Ionescu (2019), a.o. For further differences exhibited by positive vs negative imperatives cross-
linguistically, see Han (1999, 2001), Tomić (1999), Aikhenvald (2008: 18-20).  
3 See Rivero (1994b: 91-92), Zanuttini (1997: 109-113), Manzini and Savoia (2005: 461-467), Maiden 
(2006). 
4 The same true > true pattern can be found in Latin for both persons (e.g. (nē) credite (NEG) 
imagine.IMP.2PL ‘(don’t) imagine!’, later followed by several other strategies, including true > suppletive 
(e.g. lauda praise.IMP.2SG ‘praise!’, noli laudare NEG praise.INF ‘don’t praise!’). See Ionescu (2019: §4) 
for an overview. 
5 The infinitive is also attested in old French and in Romansch (Rohlfs 1968: 356; Tekavčić 1972: 417), 
and across numerous Italo-Romance varieties (cf. discussion in §4). For further discussion of the 
suppletive and novel true uses of (the long form of) the infinitive in Romanian, see the discussion around 
examples (28)-(29) in §5. 
6 Cf. also Han (1998, 2001), Zeijlstra (2006), Manzini and Savoia (2005: §7.2), Cavalcante (2011). 
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typically prove incompatible with (preverbal) negators.7 Formally, this empirical 
generalization has been explained in terms of an intervention effect of the preverbal 
negator: assuming true imperatives are licensed by raising to Cº (Rivero 1994b; Graffi 
1996), this movement is blocked by the intervening preverbal negator or by the negator 
itself lexicalizing the C position (see further the discussion in §4). 
 Focusing specifically on Italo-Romance, we can identify following Manzini and 
Savoia (2005: 389ff.) five distinct suppletive types for the 2SG negative imperative, as 
summarized in Table 2.8  
 
Table 2: Italo-Romance synthetic and periphrastic suppletive forms for 2SG negative 
imperative  

Synthetic Periphrastic 
Type A Type B Type C Type D Type E 
NEG+IND NEG+INF NEG+PRS/IPFV.SBJV NEG+stare (a) 

‘stand (to)’+INF 
NEG+(essere/andare ‘be/go’) 

+GER 
 
Type A (cf. 1b) involves the use of the 3sg indicative, which also functions as the 2sg 
positive imperative (cf. 1a), whereas in Types B-E positive and negative imperatives 
display distinct forms. In Type B the negative imperative is expressed by the 
morphological infinitive (2b), in Type C by the present (3b) or imperfect (4b) subjunctive, 
in Type D by the infinitival auxiliary STAND followed by the lexical infinitive (5b), and in 
Type E by the gerund optionally introduced by an infinitival auxiliary BE or GO (6b). 

 
(1) a. 'klɔma el.  (Donat; Manzini and Savoia 2005: 446) 
  call.PRS.IND.3SG[also IMP.2SG] him  
  ‘He calls him. / Call him!’   

 
(1) b. 'bıʧa 'klɔma el. 
  NEG call.PRS.IND.3SG [also IMP.2SG] him 
  ‘Don’t call him!’ 

 
(2) a. 'kɛrda to 'fre. (La Pli de Mareo; Manzini and Savoia 2005: 390) 
  call.IMP.2SG your brother  
  ‘Call your brother!’ 

 
(2) b. no (pa) le= kɛr'de. 
  NEG PRT him= call.INF 

                                                        
7 As correctly pointed out by an anonymous reviewer, a related point is the fact that imperatives often 
feature a different negator than the one used with indicative verbs, not only in cases of subjunctive 
suppletion for the negative paradigm, where the same irrealis negator is carried over to the imperative 
(e.g. standard modern Greek), but also in languages featuring a true negative imperative (e.g. the second 
person singular in Ancient Greek). 
8 We gloss over the further internal classification they make in terms of clitic placement and type/position 
of negation, as well as differences between indicative and the positive imperative forms. We take the 
second person singular as the model to classify true vs suppletive negative forms, since cross-
linguistically suppletive forms seem to enter paradigms through this particular person first (cf. WALS, 
map 70A, where only 2 languages out of 547 have true imperative forms for the second person plural but 
not for the second person singular; http://wals.info/feature/70A#2/19.3/148.4).  
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  ‘Don’t call him!’ 
 

(3) a. 'cama tu 'padre. (Avigliano Umbro; Manzini and Savoia 2005: 462) 
  call.IMP.2sg your father  
  ‘Call your father!’ 

 
(3) b. nu llo= ca'massi. 
  NEG him= call.IPFV.SBJV.2SG 
  ‘Don’t call him!’ 

 
(4) a. 'mutti=li. (Dorgali; Manzini and Savoia 2005: 463) 
  call.IMP.2SG=him  
  ‘Call him!’  

 
(4) b. nɔn=lu 'muttaca. 
  NEG=him call.PRS.SBJV.2SG 
  ‘Don’t call him!’ 

 
(5) a. 'ʧɑmɑ to 'frelu. (Calizzano; Manzini and Savoia 2005: 451) 
  call.IMP.2SG your brother  
  ‘Call your brother!’ 

 
(5) b. nɛ s'tɑ=lu a ʧɑ'mɔ. 
  NEG stand.INF=him to call.INF 
  ‘Don’t call him!’ 

 
(6) a. cama='jullǝ. (Miglionico; Manzini and Savoia 2005: 456) 
  call.IMP.2SG=him/her/them  
  ‘Call him/her/them!’ 

 
(6) b. na lǝ= ca'mannǝ. 
  NEG him/her/them= call.GER 
  ‘Don’t call him/her/them!’ 

 
Within this scenario we consider below a special case of suppletion in the paradigm 

of the negative imperative in some dialects of southern Calabria (§2). The relevant 
paradigms are special in several key respects. First, they involve the extension of an 
original infinitival desinence to a present indicative verb, giving rise to a hybrid 
imperatival form which exceptionally marries together finite and non-finite inflexional 
markings. Second, the synchronic comparison of these southern Calabrian varieties 
allows us a rare opportunity to reconstruct in diachrony the emergence and extension 
of the relevant suppletive pattern across different persons. Third, the patterns of 
suppletion in southern Calabria just outlined do not represent a Romance-internal 
development but, rather, the outcome of contact-induced change and, in particular, the 
influence of the local Greek sub-/adstrate on the surrounding Romance varieties (§3). 
The resultant system of formal paradigmatic oppositions thus reproduces an underlying 
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Greek model, not a Romance one, giving rise to a case of what Rohlfs famously termed 
spirito greco, materia romanza (‘Greek spirit, Romance material’). At the same time, 
these Greek-Romance hybrid patterns also provide significant evidence for the formal 
morphosyntactic equivalence between competing Greek finite and Romance non-finite 
forms of subordination, a typical Balkan feature, inasmuch as extension of the infinitival 
desinence never penetrates those imperatival forms introduced by a Greek-style modal 
subordinator (§4). Finally, the extension of the Romance infinitival desinence according 
to an underlying Greek model, although initially a manifestation of a suppletive pattern, 
will be shown to yield in synchrony a novel true imperatival pattern and, in turn, an 
alternation between a suppletive positive imperative and a true negative imperative, a 
typologically very rare formal opposition (§5).  
 
2 Negative imperative in southern Calabria 

2.1 Mosorrofa 
Loporcaro (1995) identifies a unique pattern in the negative paradigm of the extreme 

southern Italian dialect of Mosorrofa (province of Reggio Calabria). Drawing on data 
from Crucitti (1988), he reports a peculiar inflexional morphology for the first and 
second person plural, both featuring an (optional) -ri ending. The relevant data set is 
exemplified in Table 3 with the first-conjugation verb parrari ‘speak’ (adapted from 
Loporcaro 1995: 349). 
 

Table 3: Imperative in Mosorrofa 
 Positive Pattern Negative Pattern 

2SG parra a non parrari c 
3SG mi parra b non mi parra b 
1PL parramu a non parramu(ri) a1 (c2) 
2PL parrati a non parrati(ri) a1 (c2) 
3PL mi parrinu b non mi parrinu b 

 
While the p(ositive) paradigm displays two patterns, namely one which is syncretic with 
the indicative (pattern p(a): 2SG,9 1/2PL) and one which exhibits the irrealis modal 
particle mi plus the present indicative (pattern p(b): 3SG/PL), the n(egative) paradigm 
operates three patterns, namely one which is syncretic with the indicative (partial 
pattern n(a1): 1/2PL without -ri), the mi-form (pattern n(b): 3SG/PL), and one with the 
infinitive (pattern n(c): 2SG, and optionally pattern n(c2): 1/2PL).10 To explain the 
optionality of the -ri suffix with the first and second persons plural, Loporcaro (1995) 
correctly argues that -ri should be analysed as the erstwhile infinitival ending (cf. parr-
a-ri ‘stem-thematic.vowel-INF’) which has spread to the first and second persons plural 
via analogical extension from the second person singular because of paradigmatic 
pressure to restore the structural symmetry between the positive and negative 
paradigms. In particular, by extending -ri to the first and second persons plural, a 
                                                        
9 Note that the second singular of first-conjugation verbs is syncretic with the third singular of the present 
indicative. 
10 Rohlfs (1968: 355) reports NEG+irrealis modal particle also for the second person singular and plural in 
southern Calabria (cf. also discussion in §4): 
 

(i) Nommu cadi/caditi! 
 NEG.thatIRREALIS fall.PRS.IND.2SG/PL 
 ‘Don’t fall!’ 
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paradigm with two (n(c2) patterns: 2SG, 1/2PL vs n(b): 3SG/PL) is restored for the negative 
imperative exactly mirroring that of the positive imperative (cf. two p(a) patterns: 2SG, 
1/2PL vs p(b): 3SG/PL). According to Loporcaro, this extension takes place in the negative 
imperative because this is the only finite paradigm to include an infinitive and is attested 
exclusively in these dialects (but not in other Romance varieties which also exhibit the 
infinitive in the second person singular) because of their well-known alternation (and 
functional equivalence; see Ledgeway 1998, cf. also De Angelis 2013: 2 n.2) between 
finite mi-clauses and infinitival (viz. -ri) clauses in subordinate contexts.11  

In short, Loporcaro’s analysis presupposes a Romance-internal development, 
according to which extension of erstwhile infinitival -ri is driven by a system-internal 
symmetry to establish and transfer the distributional p(a) pattern of the positive 
imperative to the corresponding cells of the negative imperative paradigm, viz. the n(c2) 
pattern. The role of contact is indirectly acknowledged in accounting for the lack of 
analogous extensions in other Romance varieties which exhibit the infinitive in the 
second person singular, insofar as these lack the mi-clauses/infinitive alternation which 
is only attested in these areas of historical Greek substrate. In the next section, however, 
we shall see on the basis of new data from a wider selection of southern Calabrian 
dialects that the role played by contact in this syntactic domain is more direct and is in 
fact the main trigger for the observed remodelling of the relevant paradigms. 

 
2.2 Cardeto and Gallicianò 

Our recent fieldwork investigations in southern Calabria confirm the extension of -ri 
in Mosorrofa, but also reveal that the same pattern is attested in Cardeto and Gallicianò 
(province of Reggio Calabria).12 Significantly, however, our investigations bring to light 
for the Calabrian dialect of Gallicianò a paradigm for the negative imperative which, to 
date, has gone unnoticed. Specifically, in this dialect -ri extends optionally to the second 
person plural but never to the first person plural, witness the selection of examples in 
(7)-(9) (see also Ledgeway, Schifano, and Silvestri in prep.: ch. 3). Table 4 offers an 
overview of the attested patterns. 
 

(7) Positive (Mosorrofa, Cardeto, Gallicianò Calabrian)13 
 a. Danci u libbru a Mmaria! (Cardeto) 
  give.PRS.IND.3SG.him.DAT the book to Maria  
  ‘Give Maria the book!’ (2SG)     

 
(7) b. Cucinamu! (Gallicianò Calabrian) 

  cook.PRS.IND.1PL  
  ‘Let’s cook!’ 

 
(7) c. Pighiattivillu u vinu russu! (Cardeto) 

                                                        
11 For an overview and relevant bibliography, see Ledgeway (2016: 1018-1019, 1023-1027). 
12 All examples from our own fieldwork appear unmarked, whereas examples from other sources are 
marked as such. In citing Romance data from our fieldwork we use a very broad orthographic 
representation largely based on Italo-Romance practices. For the transliteration and transcription of Italo-
Greek forms we adopt here, with some modifications, the relatively simple system used in Papageogiadis 
(n.d.) in his adaptation of Karanastasis (1997). All examples taken from published sources are reproduced 
in their original orthographic form. 
13 For the third persons, not attested in our corpus, we follow the literature, which reports the mi + 
indicative pattern for southern Calabrese, e.g. Mi scrivi! ‘let him write!’ (Rohlfs 1968: 355; cf. also 
Loporcaro 1995). 
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  take.PRS.IND.2PL.you.2PL.it.3SG the wine red  
  ‘Take the red wine!’ (2PL)    

 
 

(8) Negative (Gallicianò Calabrian)14 
 a. Non  jiri a la casa!  
  NEG go.INF to the house  
  ‘Don’t go home!’ (2SG)    

 
(8) b. Non nci= gridamu(*ri)!  

  NEG them.DAT= shout.PRS.IND.1PL(.ri)  
  ‘Let’s not shout at them!’ 

 
(8) c. Non nci= gridati(ri)!  

  NEG them.DAT= shout.PRS.IND.2PL(.ri)  
  ‘Don’t shout at them!’ (2PL) 

 
(8) d. Li figghioli non mi toccanu nenti! 

  the kids NEG thatIRREALIS touch.PRS.IND.3PL nothing 
  ‘Don’t let the kids touch anything of mine!’  

 
(9) Negative (Mosorrofa, Cardeto)15 

 a. Non  nci= gridari u figghiolu! (Mosorrofa) 
  NEG him.DAT= shout.INF the kid  
  ‘Don’t shout at the kid!’ (2SG)  

 
(9) b. Non jjimu me cattamu u pane! / 

  NEG go.PRS.IND.1PL thatIRREALIS buy.PRS.IND.1PL the bread  
  non gridamuri! (Cardeto)    
  NEG shout.PRS.IND.1PL.ri      
  ‘Let’s not go and buy the bread / let’s not shout!’ (2PL)    

 
(9) c. Non nci= gridatiri u figghiolu!16 (Mosorrofa) 

  NEG him.DAT= shout.PRS.IND.2PL.ri the kid  
  ‘Don’t shout at the kid!’ (2PL)  

 
(9) d. E figghioli non me gridanu! (Cardeto) 

  the kids NEG thatIRREALIS shout.PRS.IND.3PL  
  ‘Don’t let the kids shout (at me)!’   

 

                                                        
14 For the non mi + indicative pattern of the third person singular in southern Calabrese, see Rohlfs (1968: 
355), e.g. Num mi curri nuddu ‘Nobody run!’ (cf. also Loporcaro 1995). 
15 On the mi + indicative pattern for the third person singular, our corpus includes examples from nearby 
localities, e.g. Non mi tocca nente! ‘Don’t let him/her touch anything of mine!’ (Chorìo di Roghudi). 
16 Data reported in Loporcaro (1995: 348, fn.36) show that -ri is always optional in Mosorrofa too. 
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Table 4: Imperative in Mosorrofa, Cardeto and Gallicianò Calabrian 

 Mosorrofa, Cardeto, 
Gallicianò Calabrian 

Gallicianò Calabrian Mosorrofa, Cardeto 

 Positive Pat. Negative Pat. Negative Pat. 
2SG = IND.3SG (1 conj.)  

= IND.2SG (2/3 conj.)  
a non+INF-ri c(1) non+INF-ri c(2) 

3SG mi+IND.3SG b non+mi+IND.3SG b non+mi+IND.3SG b 
1PL = IND.1PL a non+IND.1PL a1 (d) non+IND.1PL (+-ri) a1 (c2) 
2PL = IND.2PL a non+IND.2PL (+-ri) a1 (c1) non+IND.2PL (+-ri) a1 (c2) 
3PL mi+IND.3PL b non+mi+IND.3PL b non+mi+IND.3PL b 

 
The facts for Gallicianò therefore call into question the validity of Loporcaro’s original 
account based solely on the dialect of Mosorrofa. More specifically, if -ri extends from 
the second person singular to restore a two-pattern paradigm driven by the 
distributional symmetry of the mi/infinitive alternation exhibited in embedded contexts 
(viz. the n(c2) and n(b) patterns: 2SG, 1/2PL vs 3SG/PL), its failure to extend to the first 
person plural, as witnessed in Gallicianò, produces a system which still retains three 
patterns and where the mi/infinitive alternation is not wholly restored (viz. partial n(a1) 
pattern, (partial) n(c(1)) pattern and n(b) pattern: 1(/2)PL vs 2SG(/PL) vs 3SG/PL). 
 
3. Language contact: Greko sub-/adstrate 
In light of our observations regarding the more nuanced distribution of the -ri 
morpheme alongside alternative patterns with mi, the diachronic processes by which 
this erstwhile infinitival ending was extended must be reconsidered. More specifically, 
we claim that the driving factor in the extension of -ri is the role played by the underlying 
local Greek sub-/adstrate, viz. Greko, which is shared by all three of the villages 
exhibiting this phenomenon. Indeed, our parallel investigations in the surviving Greko-
speaking villages in the province of Reggio Calabria, namely Bova, Chorìo di Roghudi, 
Roghudi as well as Gallicianò itself, have brought to light a number of patterns in the 
imperative paradigm which, we argue, have played a role in shaping the observed 
Romance forms and their distributions.  

We start by considering the paradigm for the positive imperative in Greko as reported 
in traditional sources (Falcone 1973: 288; Rohlfs 1977: 107-109; Katsoyannou 1995: 324; 
Karanastasis 1997: 82-83; Violi 2004: 72), which is given in Table 5.17 
 
Table 5: Positive imperative in Greko 

 Positive imperative Pattern 
2SG stem.PFV + -e/-a (1st/2nd conj.) γ 
3SG na ‘THATIRREALIS’ + SBJV β 
1PL = 1PL IND δ 
2PL stem.PFV + -ete/-ate (1st/2nd conj.) γ 
3PL na ‘THATIRREALIS’ + SBJV β 

 
We observe 3 distinct patterns. Pattern (γ) characterizes the second person singular and 
plural where we find dedicated imperatival forms built on the erstwhile perfective stem 
followed by distinctive singular/plural person formatives, as illustrated in (10a-b). These, 
in turn, formally contrast with the corresponding (exhortative/jussive) subjunctive 

                                                        
17 For the first person plural, Karanastasis (1997: 83) reports the use of the subjunctive. 
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forms (11a-b), also built on the erstwhile perfective stem and introduced by the irrealis 
modal particle na (cf. southern Calabrian mi above), and with the corresponding 
indicative forms built on the original imperfective stem (12a-b).18 
 

(10) a. Grázz-e! (Bova; Rohlfs 1977) 
  write.PFV.2SG[=IMP]  
  ‘Write!’   

 
(10) b. Grázz-ete!  

  write.PFV.2PL[=IMP]  
  ‘Write!’  

 
(1
1) 

a. Na grazz-i! (Bova; Rohlfs 1977) 

  thatIRREALIS write.SBJV.2SG  
  ‘(That) you should write!’ 

 
(11) b. Na grázz-ite!  

  thatIRREALIS write.SBJV.2PL  
  ‘(That) you should write!’  

 
(12) a. Gráf-i(s)(e). (Bova; Rohlfs 1977) 

  write.PRS.IND.2SG  
  ‘You write.’  

 
(12) b. Gráf-ite. 

  write.PRS.IND.2PL  
  ‘You write.’  

 
 The second pattern (β) is suppletive and is found with the third persons which employ 
the subjunctive (13a-b), a verb form based on the perfective stem introduced by the 
modal irrealis particle na largely comparable to the third-person Romance forms 
introduced by mi reviewed above (cf. the p(b) pattern in Table 4). 
 

(13) a. Na cámi! (Bova; Rohlfs 1977: 109) 
  thatIRREALIS do.SBJV.3SG  
  ‘Let him do it!’ 

 
(13) b. Na cámusi!  

  thatIRREALIS do.SBJV.3PL  
  ‘Let them do it!’ 

 

                                                        
18 See Katsoyannou (1995: 286, 292, 1997: 44) on an -ete variant for the second person plural form of the 
subjunctive (11b) and present indicative (12b). 
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The third and final pattern (δ) is unique to the first person plural which suppletively 
employs the corresponding present indicative form (14), albeit marked by distinct 
prosodic (viz. intonational) properties. 
 

(14) Gráfome! (Greko; Rohlfs 1977: 109) 
 write.PRS.IND.1PL  
 ‘Let’s write!’ 

 
As for the negative imperative, Rohlfs (1977: 193) reports for the second persons 

singular and plural the suppletive use of the subjunctive paradigm optionally introduced 
by the irrealis modal particle na but obligatorily marked by the distinctive irrealis 
negator mi (cf. realis negator (d)en). 
 

(15) a. Mi písi! (Greko; Rohlfs 1977: 193) 
  NEG drink.SBJV.2SG  
  ‘Don’t drink!’  

 
(15) b. Mi klázzite! 

  NEG cry.SBJV.2PL 
  ‘Don’t cry!’ 

 
While our own recent investigations confirm the traditional picture reported above 

for the Greko positive imperative, the situation for the negative imperative proves more 
variable, as exemplified in (16)-(17) and summarised in Table 6. 

 
(16) Positive (Greko)19 

 a. Kame sirma! (Gallicianò) 
  do.PFV.2SG[IMP] quickly  
  ‘Hurry up!’  

 
(16) b. Khèronnome na kàmome to fajì! (Chorìo di 

Roghudi) 
  start.PRS.IND.1PL thatirrealis make.SBJV.1PL the food  
  ‘Let’s start to prepare the food!’    

 
(16) c. Piateto tundo krasì! (Bova) 

  take.PFV.2PL[IMP].it this wine  
  ‘Take this wine!’   

 
(17) Negative (Greko)    

 a. Na mi kuddise! / Mi platèssise 
  thatirrealis NEG shout.SBJV.2SG  NEG speak.SBJV.2SG 

                                                        
19 For the third persons, not attested in our corpus, we follow the literature mentioned above, which 
reports the na + subjunctive pattern, e.g. Bovese Na kami! ‘Let him/her do it!’, Na grázzusi! ‘Let them 
write!’ (Rohlfs 1977: 107, 109).  
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  fitta! (Gallicianò)    
  loudly     
  ‘Don’t shout!’ / ‘Don’t speak loudly!’  

 
(17) b. San arrivespi i Maria, mi 

  when arrive.PST.PFV.3SG the Maria NEG 
  anjì tìpote! (Chorìo di Roghudi) 
  touch.SBJV.3SG nothing    
   ‘When Maria arrives, don’t let her touch anything!’       

 
(17) c. Den kuddìzome! (Gallicianò) 

  NEG shout.PRS.IND.1PL  
  ‘Let’s not shout!’  

 
(17) d. Ia na mi pame grìgora! (Bova) 

  for thatIRREALIS NEG go.SBJV.1PL quickly  
  ‘Let’s go not quickly!’   

 
(17
) 

e. Na mi kuddime! (Gallicianò) 

  thatIRREALIS NEG shout.SBJV.1PL  
  ‘Let’s not shout!’        

 
(17) f. Mi tu= kuddìome panta sta 

  NEG them.DAT= shout.SBJV.1PL always to.the 
  pedìa =ma! (Bova)   
  kids =our.GEN    
  ‘Let’s not always shout at our kids!’         

 
(17) g. Den èkhome na tavrime 

  NEG have.PRS.IND.1PL thatIRREALIS beat.SBJV.1PL 
  tu pedìu! (Gallicianò)  
  the.DAT kid.DAT   
  ‘Let’s not hit the kid!’ (lit. we do not have to hit the kid)   

 
(17) h. Na mi kuddite! (Gallicianò) / 

  thatIRREALIS NEG shout.SBJV.2PL  
  mi kuddite! (Chorìo di Roghudi) 
  NEG      shout.SBJV.2PL  
  ‘Don’t shout!’        

 
(17
) 

i. An ertun ta pedìa, mi 

  if come.PRS.IND.3PL the kids NEG 
  njìun tìpote! (Gallicianò) 
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  touch.SBJV.3PL nothing    
  ‘If the kids come, don’t let them touch anything!’ 

 
Table 6: Greko imperative (our corpus) 

 Positive Pat. Negative Pat. 
2SG stem.PFV+-e/-a γ (na ‘THATIRREALIS’) mi ‘NEG’+SBJV β 
3SG na ‘THATIRREALIS’+SBJV β (na ‘THATIRREALIS’) mi ‘NEG’+SBJV β 
1PL IND.1PL δ den ‘NEG’+IND.1PL  δ 
 ((ia) na ‘(for) THATIRREALIS’) mi ‘NEG’+SBJV β 
 den ‘NEG’ èkhome na ‘have.IND.1PL 

THATIRREALIS’+SBJV 
ε 

2PL stem.PFV+-ete/-ate γ (na ‘THATIRREALIS’) mi ‘NEG’+SBJV β 
3PL na ‘THATIRREALIS’+SBJV β (na ‘THATIRREALIS’) mi ‘NEG’+SBJV β 

 
We thus see a general extension in the negative paradigm of suppletive pattern p(β) 
consisting of the subjunctive (built on the erstwhile perfective stem) to all persons, 
indeed the only option outside of the first person plural. In the first person plural, 
however, we find as many as three different strategies: the (β) pattern, including a 
variant in which the irrealis modal particle is reinforced by the preposition ia ‘for’ (cf. 
southern Calabrian pe mmi/pemmi ‘for(.)SBJV.PRT’, standard modern Greek για να ‘for 
SBJV.PRT’), the simple (δ) pattern in conjunction with the realis negator den, and finally 
pattern (ε) involving the deontic modal ekho ‘have’ followed by a subjunctive clause (cf. 
the Italo-Romance Types D and E in Table 2).20 

If we now compare the imperatival paradigms in Greko with the forms of the negative 
imperative in the Romance dialect of Gallicianò (viz. Gallicianò Calabrian) in Table 7, we 
witness an interesting parallel. 
 
Table 7: Imperative in Greko (all villages) and Gallicianò Calabrian (our corpus) 

 Greko  Gallicianò Calabrian 
 Positive Pattern Negative Pattern Negative  
2SG stem.PFV+-e/-a γ (na) mi+SBJV β non+INF-ri c1 
3SG na+SBJV β (na) mi+SBJV β non+mi+IND.3SG b 
1PL IND.1PL δ den+IND.1PL  δ non+IND.1PL d 
 ((ia) na) mi+SBJV β   
 den èkhome na ε   
2PL stem.PFV+-ete/-ate γ (na) mi+SBJV β non+IND.2PL+-ri c1 
3PL na+SBJV β (na) mi+SBJV β non+mi+IND.3PL b 

 
In particular, we note that in Gallicianò Calabrian the extension of -ri from the second 
person singular to the second person plural, but crucially not to the first person plural, 
viz. the n(c1) pattern, restores the underlying p(γ) pattern of the Greko positive 
imperative where we see that just the second persons singular and plural share 
dedicated imperatival forms. Significantly, this distribution of dedicated imperatival 
forms limited to just the second persons singular and plural is not otherwise found in 
the local Romance varieties (cf. Table 4), but is robustly attested in Greko, the contact 
model language which we believe to have shaped this innovative Romance replica 
                                                        
20 According to Karanastasis (1997: 85), the first person plural can be conveyed via different strategies 
also in the positive paradigm of medio-passive verbs in Greko. 
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pattern n(c1).21 Given these facts, it is our claim that it can hardly be coincidental that 
Greko was lost considerably earlier in Mosorrofa and Cardeto than in Gallicianò, where 
the language survives to the present day. In particular, we argue that the differential 
extension of -ri within the negative imperative paradigm of the Calabrian dialects of 
Gallicianò (the n(c1) pattern in Tables 4 and 7) on the one hand, and Mosorrofa and 
Cardeto (the n(c2) pattern in Table 4) on the other, reflects the fact that in conservative 
Gallicianò, where the underlying Greko pattern p(γ) (cf. Tables 5-7) is still present, -ri is 
only extended to the second person plural, whereas in innovative Mosorrofa and 
Cardeto, where the Greko distributional model p(γ) is no longer observable,22 -ri has 
been analogically extended to the first person plural. In turn, this produced, not by 
chance, a symmetrical distribution with the Romance (viz. Calabrian) positive imperative 
which also groups together second person singular, second person plural and first 
person plural within a single pattern (cf. the p(a) pattern in Tables 3 and 4).23 If this 
contact-induced analysis is correct, witness further the fact that there are crucially no 
varieties in which -ri extends to the first person plural but not to the second person 
plural, we are witnessing yet another case of what Rohlfs aptly called spirito greco, 
materia romanza whereby an original Greek PAT(tern) has been recreated through 
Romance MAT(erial) (cf. Matras and Sakel 2007). 
 
4. Competition between -ri and mi 
Alongside the negative forms of the Romance imperative incorporating (the extension 
of) infinitival -ri in the second persons singular and plural, as well as the first person 
plural in Mosorrofa and Cardeto, we also find competing formations with these same 
three persons involving the irrealis modal particle mi plus the present indicative (18a-c; 
cf. Rohlfs 1968: 355; Ledgeway 1998: 47), otherwise typical of the third persons (cf. the 
p/n(b) patterns in Tables 3 and 4).24 The result is a Calabrian replication of the Greko 
pattern n(β) in Table 7 illustrated in Table 8. 
 

(18) a. Non mi ti= permetti! (Mosorrofa) 
  NEG thatIRREALIS you= permit.PRS.IND.2SG  
   ‘Don’t you dare!’ 

 
(18) b. Non mi nci= lu dicimu! (Gallicianò Calabrian) 

  NEG thatIRREALIS him.DAT= it.ACC= say.PRS.IND.1PL  
  ‘Let’s not tell him!’  

                                                        
21 One might still object that the Gallicianò Calabrian pattern can be more naturally interpreted as an 
endogenous, rather than an exogenous, change in which the extension of -ri to the second person plural 
simply represents a natural, language-internal grouping of the second persons. However, if this were the 
case, then we must ask why this same natural endogenous extension is never attested in the thousands of 
other Italo-Romance dialects (nor Romansch, Daco-Romance or early langue d’oïl varieties) which also 
suppletively employ the infinitive in the second person singular negative imperative, but, rather, only in 
those dialects which are or have recently been in contact with Greko. 
22 In Cardeto Greko was lost in the latter half of the nineteenth century (cf. Morosi 1878: 1; Rohlfs 1977: 
XIX n.9a; Martino 1980: 7-8; Squillaci 2017: 170 n.30). Similarly, in the census of 1861 Greko was 
reported still to be spoken among members of the community in Mosorrofa, though not as robustly as in 
Cardeto, before dying out before the end of the century (Martino 1980: 6-7). 
23 A cursory examination of the patterns described in Manzini and Savoia (2005: 388ff.) reveals the 
(synchronic) spreading of a suppletive form according to the hierarchy 2SG>2PL>1PL to be very common 
across Italo-Romance. 
24 The preverbal negation and the irrealis modal particle are often represented orthographically as a single 
univerbated form, namely (variants of) nommi and, in some Calabrian varieties, also dommi (cf. examples 
(i) in fn.10). 
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(18) c. Non mi nci= minati! (Gallicianò 

Calabrian) 
  NEG thatIRREALIS him.DAT= beat.PRS.IND.2PL  
  ‘Don’t beat him!’ 

 
Table 8: Greko and southern Calabrian negative imperative 

 Greko  southern Calabrian 
 Negative Pattern Negative Pattern 

2SG (na ‘THATIRREALIS’) mi ‘NEG’+SBJV β non+mi+IND 
non+INF-ri 

b 
c(1(/2)) 

3SG (na ‘THATIRREALIS’) mi ‘NEG’+SBJV β non+mi+IND b 
1PL ((ia) na ‘(for) THATIRREALIS’) mi ‘NEG’+SBJV β non+mi+IND b 
 den ‘NEG’ + IND.1PL  δ non+IND.1PL a1 (d) 
 den ‘NEG’ èkhome na ‘have.IND.1PL’+SBJV ε non+IND.1PL-ri c2 
2PL (na ‘THATIRREALIS’) mi ‘NEG’+SBJV β non+mi+IND 

non+IND.2PL 
non+IND.2PL+-ri 

b 
a1 
c1 

3PL (na ‘THATIRREALIS’) mi ‘NEG’+SBJV β non+mi+IND b 
 
Notably, however, whenever these suppletive forms introduced by the irrealis modal 

particle are employed in the second persons singular and plural, as well as in the first 
person plural in Mosorrofa and Cardeto, they invariably prove incompatible with the 
extension of -ri, witness the representative second person plural examples in (19a-b).  
 

(19) a. Non mi nci= minati(*ri)! (Gallicianò Calabrian) 
  NEG thatIRREALIS him.DAT= beat.PRS.IND.2PL(.ri)  
  ‘Don’t hit him!’ 

 
(19) b. Non nci= minati(ri)! 

  NEG him.DAT= beat.PRS.IND.2PL(.ri) 
  ‘Don’t hit him!’ 

 
 It is natural then to ask why -ri has not been extended to examples such as (19a) if, 
as we have argued in §3, -ri is extended in conjunction with non + 2PL indicative to 
restore an underlying Greko formal distribution (viz. the p(γ) pattern in Table 7), and 
then subsequently extended by analogy to the first person plural in Mosorrofa and 
Cardeto following the loss of Greko in these two localities in line with the p(a) pattern 
in Table 4. The answer, we argue, lies in the functional structure and licensing of 
imperatival clauses. Specifically, we adopt here the idea widespread in the literature 
(Rivero 1994a, 1994b; Graffi 1996; Zanuttini 1997; Manzini and Savoia 2005: 388) that 
imperatival clauses display a reduced functional structure. In particular, while 
declaratives are standardly argued to project a full array of functional projections 
associated with the T-domain (20a), imperatival clauses (20b) are assumed to lack this 
same series of functional projections (cf. also Tortora 2014: ch.3, §6). Not by chance, the 
absence of T-related functional projections in (second-person singular) imperatival 
clauses is correlated with the frequent traditional observation that one of the most 
notable characteristics of the imperative is its absence of any inflexional marking or, at 
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the very least, very minimal inflexional marking in accordance with a widespread cross-
linguistic tendency (Bybee 1985: 173; Floricic 2008: 10; Ledgeway 2014). Theoretically, 
we can interpret the observed inflexional impoverishment of the imperative in terms of 
the mechanisms of feature transmission and inheritance (Chomsky 2007, 2008): 
whereas phi-features that originate on the phase head, viz. C°, are usually ‘transferred’ 
down to T° in root declaratives, in the absence of T° and related functional structure in 
imperatives these same features fail to be passed down – or, to borrow Ouali’s (2008) 
terminology are ‘kept’ –  such that the imperatival verb is forced to raise to C° to license 
its inflexional features (Rivero 1994a, 1994b; Rivero and Terzi 1995; Manzini and Savoia 
2005: 388). As a consequence, any clitics are stranded in situ within the v-VP complex 
from where they subsequently encliticize, not syntactically, but phonologically at PF to 
the imperatival verb now raised to C°. 
 

(20) a. [TP   Gli= avete [v-

VP 
servito la cena.]]] (Italian) 

   him.DAT= have.PRS.IND.2PL  serve.PTCP the dinner  
  ‘You have served him dinner.’     

 
(20) b. [CP   Servite [v-VP =gli servite la cena!]]] (Italian) 

   serve.IMP.2PL  =him.DAT  the dinner  
  ‘Serve him dinner!’     

 
 In negative imperatives, by contrast, the presence of the sentential negator 
instantiates a functional head whose presence in the clause necessarily forces the 
projection of the T-domain, otherwise absent in positive imperatives. As a consequence, 
negative imperatival clauses are therefore predicted to be inflexionally richer than 
affirmative imperatival clauses since they automatically come with T-related functional 
positions to host the inflected verb and any accompanying clitics, as exemplified by the 
Italian example in (21).  
 

(21) [CP… [TP Non la= servite [v-VP la= servite!]]] (Italian) 
   NEG it.ACC= serve.IMP.2PL    
 ‘Don’t serve it!’ 

 
 Further direct proof of this analysis can be seen in numerous Italian dialects (cf. Type 
D in Table 2) where, in contrast to the positive imperative, the T° head is exceptionally 
lexicalized in the negative imperative through an overt auxiliary, a reflex of STARE ‘stand’ 
(22a), selecting an infinitival complement (Zanuttini 1994, 1997: 150-54; Manzini and 
Savoia 2005: §7.2; Ledgeway 2019). It is logical therefore to assume that so-called 
suppletive cases of the simple infinitive such as Italian (22b) employed in the second 
person singular negative imperative (cf. the n(c) pattern in Tables 3 and 4) simply involve 
a null auxiliary (Kayne 1992; Portner and Zanuttini 2003; Zanuttini 1994, 1997: 118ff.). 
 

(22) a. [TP non stá [v-

VP 
parlare!]] (Padua; Zanuttini 1997: 

119) 
   NEG stand.PRS.IND.2SG  speak.INF  
  ‘Don’t speak!’ 

 
(22) b. [TP Non Ø [v-VP  parlare!]] (Italian) 
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   NEG AUX.PRS.IND.2SG  speak.INF  
  ‘Don’t speak!’ 

 
 In the light of this evidence, we can conclude that extension of the infinitival marker 
-ri in the relevant dialects of southern Calabria to the second person plural (23c) and, in 
Mosorrofa and Cardeto, to the first person plural (23b), implies its selection by a null 
auxiliary in TP along the lines of the second person singular (23a). Consequently, forms 
such as parrati-ri and parramu-ri which are selected by a null auxiliary must be 
reanalysed as inflected infinitives, in contrast to the original competing forms without -ri 
(viz. parrati, parramu) which, in the absence of a null auxiliary, involve V-raising to the 
T-domain (23d-e). 
 

(23) a. [TP Non Ø [v-VP parrari!]] (sth. Calabrian) 
   NEG AUX.PRS.IND.2SG  speak.INF  

 
(23) b. [TP Non Ø [v-VP parramuri!]] (sth. Calabrian) 
   NEG AUX.PRS.IND.1PL  speak.INF.1PL  

 
(23) c. [TP Non Ø [v-VP parratiri!]] (sth. Calabrian) 
   NEG AUX.PRS.IND.2PL  speak.INF.2PL  

 
(23) d. [TP Non parramu [v-VP parramu!]] (sth. Calabrian) 
   NEG speak.PRS.IND.1PL    

 
(23) e. [TP Non parrati [v-VP parrati!]] (sth. Calabrian) 
   NEG speak.PRS.IND.2PL    

 
 Note that there is an important structural difference between this southern Calabrian 
example of an inflected infinitive and the well-known standard cases of the inflected 
infinitive reported for other Romance varieties such as Portuguese, Galician, old 
Leonese, central-northern Sardinian, and old Neapolitan (for an overview and 
references, see Ledgeway 2012: 271-273). In the former case, the infinitival marker is 
the outermost morpheme following the person/number marker (cf. parra-mu-ri ‘speak-
AGR.1PL-INF’), whereas in the latter the person/number marker is attached to the 
infinitival marker which is, in turn, suffixed to the verb stem (cf. Portuguese fala-r-mos 
‘speak-INF-AGR.1PL’). These internal structural differences clearly relate to the very 
distinct paths by which these forms arose, namely adjunction of infinitival -ri to a present 
indicative verb form (viz. parramu > parramu+-ri > parramuri) vs reanalysis of the Latin 
imperfective subjunctive (Ibero-Romance, Sardinian: *FABULAREMUS > Portuguese 
falarmos; cf. Maurer 1968; Jones 1992, 1993: 78-82) or pluperfect indicative 
(*PARABOLA(UE)RAMUS > Old Neapolitan parlar(e)m(m)o; cf. Loporcaro 1986). 
 Returning to the incompatibility of -ri with the competing negative imperatival forms 
introduced by the irrealis modal particle mi (cf. 19a and the n(b) pattern in Table 8), we 
now have a principled explanation for this observation. Assuming with Ledgeway (1998, 
2007, 2013: 4 n.9) and Damonte (2010) that Calabrian mi is a T-element, its 
incompatibility with infinitival -ri follows without further stipulation since mi would be 
competing for the same T-position as the null auxiliary required to license infinitival -ri. 
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The complementary distribution of mi and the extension of infinitival -ri illustrated in 
(24a-b) therefore falls out naturally.25 
 

(24) a. [TP Non Ø [v-VP parratiri!]] 
   NEG AUX.PRS.IND.2PL  speak.PRS.IND.2PL.INF 
 b. [TP Non mi [v-VP parrati!]] 
   NEG thatIRREALIS  speak.PRS.IND.2PL 
  ‘Don’t speak!’ 

 

5. Extension of -ri: a hybrid pattern? 
In view of the contact-induced developments and associated distributional patterns 
considered above, it is now time to return to the distinction between true and suppletive 
imperatives introduced at the outset of this article. Above we noted following Zanuttini 
(1997, 105) that true imperatives involve “verbal forms that are unique to the paradigm 
of the imperative, in the sense that they are different from any other verbal form used 
for the same person in any other verbal paradigm.” Given this definition, we are led to 
conclude that extension of -ri from the second person singular to the second (and first) 
person(s) plural as part of the emergence of an n(c(1(/2))) pattern gives rise to the 
concomitant genesis of novel true negative imperatives, as schematized in Table 10. 

                                                        
25 There are at least two other possible competing explanations for the observed incompatibility of -ri 
with mi-forms of the negative imperative. One, a functional-based approach, would be to argue, following 
Ledgeway (1998: §7), that synchronically southern Calabrian mi-clauses behave and should be analysed 
as inflected infinitival clauses in which proclitic mi, just like the infinitival suffix -RE (> southern 
Calabrian -ri) also licensed under Tº (i.a; cf. Kayne 1991), functions as an infinitival marker generated 
under Tº in conjunction with a verb inflected for person and number (i.b): 
 

(i) a. [TP parla-re [AgrSP -mo [v-VP parla-]]] (old Neapolitan) 
   speak-INF  -AGR.1PL    
 b. [TP mi [AgrSP parra-mu [v-VP parra-]]] (sth. Calabrian) 
   thatIRREALIS  speak- AGR.1PL    

 
Given the functional and structural equivalence between proclitic mi and suffixal -RE (> -ri), both 
analysed as infinitival T-markers, mi is predicted to be incompatible with the extension of an additional 
infinitival marker. 
 Another approach would be to view the mi-pattern and ri-pattern as the outputs of two originally 
distinct grammars, as in Table 9: 
 
Table 9: Mi- and -ri patterns in Mosorrofa, Cardeto, Gallicianò Calabrian 

 Grammar A Pattern Grammar B Pattern 
2SG non + INF-ri g(1(/2)) non mi + IND b 
3SG non mi + IND b non mi + IND b 
1PL non + IND (+ -ri) a (g2) non mi + IND b 
2PL non + IND (+ -ri) a (g1) non mi + IND b 
3PL non mi + IND b non mi + IND b 

 
We have seen above that in Grammar A extension of -ri to just the second person plural (and 
subsequently in Mosorrofa and Cardeto also to the first person plural) is driven by contact-induced 
internal pressure to restore the distributional pattern of the underlying Greko positive imperative (cf. the 
p(γ) pattern in Tables 5 and 6), hence its exclusion from the (first person plural and) third persons 
displaying mi-forms. In Grammar B, by contrast, the negative imperative is built on mi-forms in all 
persons (cf. 18a-c) in replication of the Greko negative imperative n(β) pattern in Tables 6 and 7. The 
infinitive then has no foothold in the negative imperative paradigm of Grammar B, not even in the second 
person singular, from which infinitival -ri could extend its distribution to come into contact with mi-
forms. 
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Table 10: Summary of Greko and southern Calabrian imperative paradigms 

 Greko Gallicianò Calabrian Mosorrofa/Cardeto 
 Positive Negative Positive Negative Positive Negative 

2SG true  
 
suppletive 

true suppletive > 
true 

true suppletive > 
true 

3SG suppletive  
suppletive 

suppletive  
suppletive 

suppletive 
1PL suppletive suppletive true 
2PL true true true 
3PL suppletive suppletive suppletive 

 
Whereas the use of the Romance infinitive in the second person singular negative 
imperative is standardly interpreted as suppletive (cf. Type B in Table 2),26 it is highly 
questionable whether this analysis is still applicable for many, if not all, southern 
Calabrian dialects. In the dialects of this area there is an ongoing and now highly 
advanced retreat of the infinitive (cf. Ledgeway 2013: 4, 17-18, 2016: 1024-1025; 
Squillaci 2017: chs 4,5; Ledgeway, Schifano, and Silvestri in prep.) such that its use as an 
embedded verb form is now, at best, a residual syntactic feature limited to the 
complement of a dwindling handful of functional predicates (essentially CAN; cf. 
Romanian),27 all of which now overwhelmingly select a so-called finite mi-clause. The 
result is that synchronically this verb form is now predominantly, if not wholly in the 
speech of many speakers, no longer to be considered functionally an infinitive since its 
distribution is now almost exclusively restricted to the second person singular negative 
imperative. Given this loss of its subordination uses and its increasing restriction to the 
second person singular negative imperative, the output of an ongoing and well-
advanced process of refunctionalization (cf. Smith 2005, 2011), it is natural to 
reinterpret the erstwhile infinitive as having shifted from suppletive (25a) to true (25b) 
imperative in the Romance negative paradigms of Table 10.  
 

(25)  Non parra-ri! (Mosorrofa) 
 a. NEG speak-INF (suppletive) 
 b. NEG speak-IMP(.2SG) (true) 
  ‘Don’t speak!’ 

 
 By the same token, the extension of -ri to the second person plural (26a) and, in turn, 
to the first person plural (27a) through the emergence of the n(c1(/2)) pattern further 
reinforces and extends this novel ‘true’ negative imperative pattern (26b, 27b), 
inasmuch as the distribution of all the relevant -ri forms is unique to the paradigm of the 
negative imperative. 
 

(26)  Non parramu-ri! (Mosorrofa) 
 a. NEG speak.PRS.IND.1PL-ri  
 b. NEG speak.IMP.1PL  
  ‘Let’s not speak!’ 

                                                        
26 Recall that the use of the infinitive in the second person singular negative imperative represents a 
suppletive use, since the infinitive may equally mark the second person singular (as well as all other 
persons) in embedded contexts as the complement to raising and control predicates. 
27 Indeed, this presumably explains the exceptional persistence of the infinitive in the second person 
singular negative imperative where, as argued in §4 (cf. 18a), it is selected by a null auxiliary. 
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(27)  Non parrati-ri! (Mosorrofa) 
 a. NEG speak.PRS.IND.2PL-ri  
 b. NEG speak.IMP.2PL  
  ‘Don’t speak!’ 

 
 Also relevant here is the striking parallel found in old Romanian. Following Mării 
(1969) and Zamfir (2005, 2007), Maiden et al. (forthcoming: §6.3.4) observe how in 
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Romanian the ‘long’ form of the infinitive in -re used 
to mark the second-person singular imperative (28a),28 alongside the short form of the 
infinitive still used today (28b), is extended to mark the second-person plural with 
concomitant adjunction of the second-person plural marker -ți (29b), alongside the 
older suppletive second-person present indicative form (29a) still in use today. 
Differently from the southern Calabrian case where the erstwhile infinitival suffix -ri is 
extended to the second-person plural present indicative form (viz. nu parrati > nu 
parratiri), in old Romanian we see an extension of the entire infinitival form, not just the 
infinitival suffix, to the second person plural to which the distinct second-person plural 
marker is then added. In this respect, the internal structure of the old Romanian relevant 
form resembles the canonical forms of the inflected infinitive considered above (cf. Pt. 
fala-r-des ‘speak-INF-2PL’). However, the southern Calabrian and old Romanian cases 
come together in several key respects: i) they both involve the genesis of a novel second-
person plural ‘true’ imperative through extension of the infinitival suffix or the infinitive; 
ii) extension (initially) excludes the first-person plural (which is distinctly marked in (old) 
Romanian suppletively by a preverbal irrealis modal marker along the lines of the n/p(b) 
pattern), bringing together the second persons singular and plural to restore an already 
existing distributional pattern (cf. nu cântà! : nu cântàți! vs nu cântàre! : nu cântàreți!); 
and iii) on a par with southern Calabrian, (old) Romanian is characterized by a heavily 
reduced use of the subordinating uses of the infinitive which is increasingly restricted to 
just the second-person singular negative imperative, a necessary step for the reanalysis 
of the suppletive use of the infinitive as an innovative true imperative. 
 

(28) a. Nu cânt-àre! (Old Romanian) 
  Nu sing-INF  
     
(28) b. Nu cântà! ((Old) Romanian) 
  NEG sing.INF  
  ‘Don’t sing!’ 

 
(29) a. Nu cântàți! ((Old) Romanian) 
  Nu sing.PRS.IND.2PL  
     
(29) b. Nu cântàre-ți! (Old Romanian) 
  NEG sing.INF-2PL  
  ‘Don’t sing!’ 

 
Significantly, then, we see that, although the infinitive suppletively marks the second-
person singular negative imperative in thousands of (especially Italo-)Romance 
varieties, it is only extended in those varieties where the subordinating uses of the 
                                                        
28 Although not used in official orthography, in the examples below we use a grave accent to indicate 
stress placement for expository purposes.  
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infinitive are radically attrited –– under language contact with Greko in the case of 
southern Calabrian, and under language contact with other varieties of the Balkan 
Sprachbund (cf. Joseph 1983, 2010; Friedman 2006, 2011; Tomić 2006; Friedman and 
Joseph 2017, 2021; Krapova and Joseph 2019, a.o.; see also Gardani et al. 2021) and, in 
particular, Greek in the case of Romanian –, such that infinitival morphology is free to 
be exaptively reinterpreted as a ‘true’, dedicated imperatival marker and from there 
extended to the second-person plural according to an already salient (language-internal 
or -external) paradigmatic distribution. We thus see that a so-called typical Balkanism 
has independently undergone a very similar development in two areas – southern 
Calabria and Romania – which have not otherwise been in contact with each other. This, 
in turn, underlines how so-called original Balkanisms can give rise, through time, to new 
“second-generation” Balkanisms, both within and outside the Balkan Sprachbund 
proper, thereby further reinforcing the linguistic cohesion of such varieties. 
 Within a wider Romance typology, the resulting opposition between true and 
suppletive imperatives in southern Calabrian (and now also in old Romanian) presents 
us with a unique distribution not previously recorded for Romance (cf. Table 1), as 
illustrated in Table 11.  
 
Table 11: Combinations of true/suppletive forms in Romance positive/negative 
imperative 

 Positive Negative Example 
(i) true true Piedmontese (30) 
(ii) true suppletive Italian (31), Gascon (32) 
(iii) suppletive  suppletive Catalan (33), Venetan (34) 
(iv) suppletive true ? 

 
Table 11 presents all the logical combinations of true and suppletive forms for the 
Romance positive and negative imperative. Type (i) is found in varieties such as 
Piedmontese (30) which presents, at least for the 2SG, a true imperatival form – indeed 
the same distinctive form – in both the positive and negative paradigms, an apparent 
counterexample to the so-called negative imperative puzzle. Type (ii), by contrast, 
shows a formal opposition between the positive and negative paradigms through the 
alternation between true and suppletive forms, respectively, where the latter can be an 
infinitive as in Italian (31b) or a subjunctive as in Gascon (32b). 
 

(30) a. Parla! (positive, true) (Piedmontese; Zanuttini 1997: 111) 
  speak.IMP.2SG   
  ‘Speak!’ 

 
(30) b. Parla nen! (negative, true) 
  speak.IMP.2SG NEG  
  ‘Don’t speak!’ 

 
(31) a. Parla! (positive, true) (Italian) 
  speak.IMP.2SG   
  ‘Speak!’ 

 
(31) b. Non parlare! (negative, suppletive) 
  NEG speak.INF  
  ‘Don’t speak!’ 
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(32) a. Cante! (positive, true) (Béarnais Gascon; Puyau 2013: 91-92) 
  speak.IMP.2SG   
  ‘Sing!’ 

 
(32) b. Ne càntes pas! (negative, suppletive) 
  NEG sing.PRS.SBJV.2SG NEG  
  ‘Don’t sing!’ 

 
 The remaining two combinations in Table 11 both involve a suppletive paradigm in 
the positive imperative. In type (iii), the suppletive positive imperative combines with a 
suppletive paradigm in the negative which can either be the same as that of the positive 
imperative as in Catalan (33a-b) or distinct as in Venetan (34a-b).  
 

(33) a. Parleu! (positive, suppletive) (Catalan; Zanuttini 1997: 109) 
  speak.PRS.IND.2PL   
  ‘Speak!’ 

 
(33) b. No parleu! (negative, suppletive) 
  NEG speak.PRS.IND.2PL  
  ‘Don’t speak!’ 

 
(34) a. ʧa'mɛi=lu (positive, 

suppletive) 
(Calizzano; Manzini and Savoia 2005: 451) 

  speak.PRS.IND.2PL=him  
  ‘Call him!’ 

 
(34) b. nɛ s'tɛi=lu ʧa'mɔ (negative, suppletive) 
  NEG stand.PRS.IND.2PL=him call.INF  
  ‘Don’t call him!’ 

 
 However, the fourth and final logical combination (iv), which marries together a 
suppletive positive paradigm with a true negative paradigm, has until now remained 
merely a theoretical possibility. Given, however, our hypothesis about the creation of 
novel true negative imperatives in southern Calabrian (Mosorrofa, Cardeto, Gallicianò 
Calabrian) as a concomitant of the contact-induced (almost complete) loss of 
subordinating uses of the infinitive and the extension of -ri, the empirical gap predicted 
by the typology presented in Table 11 can now be filled with the southern Calabrian 
second (and first) person(s) plural (35), as well as the old Romanian case noted by 
Maiden et al. (forthcoming) reviewed above (cf. 28-29). 
 

(35) a. Parrati!/  Parramu! (positive, 
suppletive) 

(sth. Calabrian) 

  speak.PRS.IND.2PL  speak.PRS.IND.1PL   
  ‘Speak! / Let’s speak!’ 

 
(35) b. Non parratiri /  parramuri! (negative, true) 
  NEG speak.IMP.2PL / speak.IMP.2PL  
  ‘Don’t speak / let’s not speak!’ 
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 The significance of the southern Calabrian (and old Romanian) data in confirming the 
predicted combination (iv) of Table 11 fills not only a Romance gap, but is also of wider 
typological significance. In particular, a combined examination of WALS maps 70A (The 
Morphological Imperative; cf. Auwera, Lejeune, Pappuswamy, and Goussev 2013) and 
71A (The Prohibitive; cf. Auwera, Lejeune, and Goussev 2005; Auwera 2010) – see 
http://wals.info/combinations/70A_71A#5/-18.771/304.080 – shows that the 
combination (iv) found in southern Calabrian is indeed typologically extremely rare. For 
the value ‘no second person imperative’, Map 70A reveals that 122 out of 547 languages 
do not display morphologically dedicated second-person positive imperatives at all (Þ 
suppletive positive imperative), whereas the value ‘special imperative + normal 
negative’ for Map 71A reveals that out of 495 languages there are just 55 languages 
where the negative imperative uses a verbal construction different than the positive 
imperative whilst maintaining the same negative marker as in declaratives (Þ true or 
suppletive negative imperative). If we then compare and combine the results for both 
values from both maps, we can isolate through map 71A languages where the negative 
imperative is distinct from the positive imperative and then cross-reference this group 
of languages against just those languages in map 70A where the positive paradigm is 
suppletive, such that the negative imperative in the same varieties must either be true 
or suppletive, but in any case distinct from the positive imperative. This yields just three 
possible languages out of a total of 474, namely Gooniyandi (Australia), Svan (Georgia) 
and Trumai (Brazil),29 which, on a par with southern Calabrian, potentially combine 
suppletive and true forms in the positive and negative paradigms of the imperative, 
respectively. 
 However, a closer look at the relevant descriptions shows that in both Gooniyandi 
(McGregory 1990: 542-543) and Svan (Tuite 1997: 42, 2018: 61) the negative imperative 
is suppletive, and not true: in the former the verb assumes the present definite form 
and in the latter either the present or future indicative (when introduced by the negator 
nom) or the optative or conjunctive (when introduced by the negator nosa). The picture 
in Trumai proves more complex where the verb shows very little morphology, with 
relevant grammatical categories mainly expressed by accompanying particles or 
auxiliaries (Monod-Becquelin 1975: 98). Indeed, the imperative is variously marked by 
the particles wana, waki, wa and wanach (Monod-Becquelin 1975: §3.4), the 
distribution of which is determined by polarity, transitivity and the animacy of the 
Patient argument (O). In the positive imperative the uninflected verb is preceded by 
wana with intransitives, and by wa and waki with transitives in accordance with the 
animacy or otherwise of the O, respectively (Monod-Becquelin 1975: 111, 250). In the 
negative imperative, by contrast, the relevant particles must now all follow the verb, 
namely wanach with intransitives and waki with transitives (Monod-Becquelin 1975: 
113-112, 251-252). We see therefore that a formal distinction between true and 
suppletive imperatives is harder to recognise in this case, since there is some overlap in 
the distribution of the positive and negative particles, e.g. transitive waki and potentially 
also positive intransitive wana if related to negative intransitive wanach. Syntactically, 
however, there is a sharp distinction between the preverbal and postverbal positions of 
the positive and negative imperatival particles. The overall picture is therefore 
inconclusive in several respects: (i) the positive imperative can hardly be described as 
‘suppletive’, in that the uninflected verb is marked off by distinct preverbal particles; (ii) 
the negative imperative can hardly be described as ‘true’, in that there is some formal 
overlap in the distribution of imperatival particles in positive and negative imperatives; 

                                                        
29 If we include the combination ‘special negative + special imperative’ in map 71A, we obtain a further 
15 possible languages, which is still a considerably reduced sample. 
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and (iii) the distinction between positive and negative imperatives is robustly marked by 
the respective preverbal vs postverbal position of the particle. 
 Consequently, we tentatively conclude that the dialects of Gallicianò, Mosorrofa and 
Cardeto, together with old Romanian, constitute to date the only secure examples of 
combination (iv) in Table 11, an otherwise unattested option, the exceptional presence 
of which in southern Calabria can plausibly be explained as the hybrid outcome of 
contact between indigenous Greek and Romance grammars. 
 
6. Conclusions and summary 

The data discussed in this article have shown how language contact between indigenous 
Greek (viz. Greko) and Romance (viz. southern Calabrian) grammars has led to the 
creation of a hybrid Romance negative imperative paradigm which marries together 
traditional finite verb forms (marked for person and number) with an erstwhile infinitival 
ending. At the basis of this paradigm is a Greek ad-/substrate model where the 
distinctive marking of the second persons singular and plural in the positive imperative 
is transferred to the southern Calabrian negative imperative through the extension of 
the infinitival ending -ri from the second person singular to the second person plural 
and, in turn, by analogy to the first person plural in Mosorrofa and Cardeto. The 
synchronic contrast in the extension of -ri in Gallicianò Calabrian  (2SG > 2PL) on the one 
hand and in Mosorrofa and Cardeto (2SG > 2PL > 1PL) on the other effectively rules out a 
Romance-internal motivation for the original 2SG > 2PL stage but, rather, points to a 
contact-induced change where Romance MAT(erial) has reproduced a Greek PAT(tern) 
in line with Rohlfs’ common mantra spirito greco, materia romanza (for discussion, see 
Ledgeway 2006, 2013 and Ledgeway, Schifano, and Silvestri in prep.; on Greek-Romance 
contact, see also Ralli 2021).  
 As is often the case in situations of language contact, the particular changes affecting 
the southern Calabrian paradigm of the negative imperative give rise to typologically 
non-linear and exceptional developments which ultimately distort the expected and 
regular Romance ‘type’. Here we have seen two key examples. Firstly, we have observed 
how the extension of infinitival -ri, first to the second person plural under the influence 
of a Greek distributional model and then, in Mosorrofa and Cardeto, under the influence 
of a Romance model to the first person plural, leads formally to the creation of 
apparently new inflected infinitival forms. Secondly, we are forced to recognise in these 
same innovative inflected infinitival forms, including the bare infinitive in the second 
person singular following the almost complete loss of its subordinating functions, the 
emergence of a novel ‘true’ paradigm for the negative imperative since all the relevant 
forms are unique to the negative imperative. At the same time, the emergence of this 
novel paradigm also brings about an otherwise extremely rare typological opposition 
between suppletive and true forms in the positive and negative paradigms of the 
imperative, respectively, which is otherwise only found in a specific period of old 
Romanian. Once again, we see that this rare typological pattern is not the output of a 
linear Romance-internal development, but, rather, the consequence of language 
contact between Greek and Romance grammars, the resolution of which leads to this 
otherwise typologically extremely rare, but logically predicted, distribution of true and 
suppletive forms.  
 Finally, in the present article we have shown that, although the infinitive is 
suppletively employed to mark the second-person singular negative imperative across 
several (Italo-)Romance varieties, its extension to the plural is only attested in those 
varieties where subordinating uses of the infinitive are radically attrited, such as in the 
southern Calabrian dialects under investigation here and in old Romanian. This case 
study  therefore also offers a significant contribution to the study of the so-called Balkan 
Sprachbund by bringing to light a new feature associated with a typical Balkanism (viz. 
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the reduced use of the infinitive), namely the possibility of reinterpreting the infinitival 
marker as a true, dedicated imperatival marker.30 
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